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Mark
Note
Neutralizing the Final Stage1. Revise "adjusting completely" to say load rig to full output power into dummy load ( I would also perform neutralization on 28.300 Mhz and not 21.300 Mhz) 2. Add--fabricate test connection by installing 2 parallel 100 ohm 1/2 watt resistors across a PL-259 connector. 3. Add-- remove dummy load and install test PL-259 at antenna connector. Set SG switch to off.4. Remove discussion about 1N60 diode. Add connect RF Probe/VTVM or O-scope ( with minimum of 20Mhz bandwidth) across the 50 ohm test connection to measure the RF voltage across the 2 parallel 100 ohm resistors. 5. Add-- after adjusting Neutral Capacitor TC-1 for minimum indication on VTVM or O-scope then re-tune the Plate Load and Plate Tune controls for maximum RF indication on test load. Re-adjust TC-1 for final null.

Mark
Note
Carrier Balance Adjustment ( this is worse step as it is simply Wrong)1. Remove the reference to Figure 31. This figure has nothing to do with Carrier Balance!2. Remove the reference about adjusting to the maximum output. Replace with-- Load rig normally to full output power into dummy load.3. Add--Rig must be keyed by by flipping Standby switch to Send or pushing Mic PTT.4. Remove reference to TC-1 and VR-2 as they have nothing to do with Balanced Modulator (these are the adjustments from a 520!).5. Add-- locate Trim pot VR-5 and Trimmer capacitor TC-2 at Balanced Modulator ring diodes between Q17 and Q18.6. Add--key rig in LSB and adjust Trim pot VR-5 for minimum indication on RF meter7. Add-- switch to USB and key rig and adjust Trimmer cap TC-28. Add--alternately adjust VR-5 and TC-2 for best null ( minimum meter indication on RF meter).9. Add-- repeat for LSB and USB until best null is obtained. Note: a compromise position may have to be found as the adjustments are interactive.

Mark
Note
Alternative Method--if another receiver is available place it near the TS-820. Place short antenna lead wire in test receiver. Connect TS-820 to dummy load and load up to full output power. Set TS-820 to LSB mode and mic gain full  ccw.  Key TS-820 and tune test receiver to obtain carrier tone in speaker. Adjust VR-5 and TC-2 until carrier cannot be heard in speaker. Repeat for USB and obtain lowest sound in test receiver speaker. A full and complete null may not be able to be obtained for both side bands.

Mark
Note
Turn on the Heater switch.




